LARGE CASE TRIMMER
CUTTER & LOCK STUD

MOTORIZE YOUR CASE PREPARATION.
FITS ANY ELECTRIC DRILL.
TRIM, CHAMFER & POLISH YOUR CASES ELECTRICALLY OR BY HAND.

NEW
1/4” SHANK

WARNING: Steel parts in this product may be alloyed with trace amounts of lead and other elements which are known to the State of California to cause reproductive harm and cancer. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. To prevent exposure, do not alter the product by welding, grinding, etc.
INSTRUCTIONS

Lock deprimed case in shell holder with the lock stud. Insert pilot into case with pin in flash hole and rotate until it stops cutting. If no metal is removed case does not need trimming.

Operation is greatly speeded up by chucking 1/4” shank in electric drill to spin case. While spinning, case can be chamfered inside and outside with a Lee chamfer tool. If desired you can also polish the case with No. 0 steel wool.